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Wet Steam lubrication for the Manchester Museum 

Big Stuff webinar September 2021 

 

Section 3: Community discussion with analysis of the wider 

system from Glennn Rigden 
 

Glenn: We’re restoring the John Oxley [ship] and it is still a saturated boiler 

and it’s dated 1929.  So they we’re still using wet steam in triplex steam ships in 

1929.   

 

Max: Astonishing, that’s interesting to hear.  I will look if the Stettin is using 

superheated or not, that’s good to know.  That’s a good point. 

 

Alison: Glenn Rigden from Australia will now share his experiences and 

thoughts on the overall management of the Power Hall. 

 

Glenn: OK.  I work in two situations.  I’m a marine engineer for the Sydney 

Heritage Fleet where I operate and maintain and redesign steam ships for operation in 

tourist businesses.  I also work for the Powerhouse Museum in Sydney, which is 

similar to the Science Museum in Manchester.  We have an engineering hall with 

steam engines, including a 1786 rotating Boulton and Watt steam engine.   

 

The collection at the Powerhouse Museum is all lubricated in the cylinders as well as 

on the bearings.  The steam ships, on the other hand, are all oil free in the cylinders.  

You would find, I’d say, that a lot of marine systems are oil free compared to a lot of 

land systems.  You’d also find that superheated steam, dry steam, and high-pressure 

steam systems are lubricated like on steam locomotives, some of the higher steam 

engines, on higher temperature steam engines, but when you get down to the 

condensing steam engines like on the marine systems, they’re not lubricated.  I cannot 

find any written literature on it, but I think it comes about because they’re trying to 

save water on an overseas passage.  The moisture in the steam [in marine systems] 

tends to lubricate the pistons.  They’re similar materials, they’re cast iron, cast iron 

cylinders, cast iron rings, cast iron pistons, very similar materials compared to land-

based engines.   

 

The explanation of why you can and why you cannot between the two, I cannot find 

in the literature any information on it.  There is that higher risk of boiler 

contamination affecting a cylinder.  So if you get carryover from a boiler into the 

cylinders, it’ll affect the cylinders.  That’s one situation that can cause deterioration in 

a marine system.  So the marine systems were always very careful of what was 

happening in their system, if they got carryover or something that could cause damage 

to the cylinders that weren’t lubricated.   

 

Stepping back in the whole question of the exercise, I’d have to ask Rachel, what are 

we trying to achieve in the project?  Are we trying to achieve a carbon improvement 

to the project or a water treatment improvement for the project?   
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If anything, you would be better off to try and save the energy on the project to put 

back to the boilers rather than save the water.  The water would be contaminated and 

to try and retrieve the water would be quite expensive and it brings a high risk to the 

boiler if you put contaminated water in it, and the boiler people have said they take 

the warranty off the boiler if you contaminate the boiler.  In the opposite situation, 

you put the engines at risk if you take the lubrication off the engines.  The best 

situation might be to put what they call an economiser on the boiler and recover the 

heat from the engines to put back to the boiler, and not recover the water.  It then 

becomes an energy problem and not a water problem. 

 

 
  

In the schematic of the new Power Hall proposal, if you look at the two cooling 

towers at the bottom, my quick calculation on those cooling towers is that they’re 

going to evaporate two tonne of water an hour to cool that plant down.  That’s 2000 

litres of water!  So what you need to do is recover that water and put it back to the 

boilers.  It’s not the issue of the water, it’s the issue of the heat.  If you can take the 

heat out of this condenser, as they call it, and shift it back up into the boiler, then what 

you’re doing is recovering the energy, which is what you’re trying to achieve, not 

recover the water.  So you leave the engines as they are, running with their lubricants, 

put it through the condenser, you may have to clean the condenser every three 

months, six months to get the oil scale out of the condenser, but then you transfer the 

heat.  Rather than putting it through the cooling tower, you put it to the boiler again.  

And that’s what they call an economiser. 

 

The other thing that’s happening is we’ve got this air handling unit, which I assume is 

part of the air conditioning to the plant or for the museum, and it’s using the steam 

straight off the boiler, so we’re making no economies of waste steam in the air 

handling unit.  It’s coming straight from over on the top of the steam system and 
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going straight to the plant, whereas we could be taking some of the heat off what they 

call a hot well and putting it into this air handling unit.   

 

Rachel: Glenn, I should just say that the diagram above shows how the gallery 

currently is, it’s not the new plan.  I don’t have access to that.  But a lot of it will be 

very similar, it’s just that it’s all being brought into the same gallery instead of being 

in different places, and we’re changing to electricity.  So these cooling towers are a 

slightly different model, but they’re going to be inside.   

 

Glenn: The cooling towers? 

 

Rachel: Yeah, these ones were outside, but we’re having a different model, 

which will be internal to the gallery and the boiler will be brought into the gallery as 

well. 

 

Glenn: OK.  So the cooling towers are going to heat the building, are they? 

 

Rachel: Yes, they’re helping to do that.  

 

Glenn: So what do you do in summer? 

 

Rachel: We don’t really get very high temperatures.  This gallery is very, very 

cold, and we don’t get excessive temperatures here in Manchester. 

 

Glenn: The heat load on these two cooling towers is humongous, that’s all I 

can say.  It’s two tonne of water an hour.  You turn your kettle on and try boiling two 

tonnes.   

 

Rachel: I’m definitely going to make a note of that and feed that back, Glenn, 

with some questions on that. 

 

Glenn: Yeah, what we’re trying to do is we’re trying to solve an energy 

problem by trying to fix a water problem, or to say this another way it’s not really a 

water problem, it’s an energy problem, where we need to put some of this heat that’s 

being recovered back to the boiler.  And you can do that with an economiser.   

 

Rachel: Thank you, Glenn.  I’m definitely making a note of all this.   

 

Alison: Rachel, I know there’s been a lot of higher temperatures than are 

normal for areas of the UK and Europe.  Are you expecting things to get a bit warmer 

in Manchester with climate change? 

 

Rachel: It’s definitely something to look at.  I feel like in Manchester it’s very 

unpredictable. So for example, we didn’t really have much summer at all this year and 

there was literally a handful of days that were excessive temperatures.  Probably 

maybe five out of the whole 365 days of the year.  Whereas last summer it was 

actually a very glorious summer and was quite long and there was lots of days of 

sunshine and a few days of excessive temperatures as well.  So I think if we’re 

looking at being sustainable and looking to the future, perhaps we do need to take a 
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look into the predictability of the temperatures and the external environment moving 

forward. 

 

Alison: What are you talking about when you say excessive temperatures? 

 

Rachel: For us that would probably be over 30 degrees. 

 

Alison: That will still get pretty hot if you’ve got a lot of engines running, yes.   

 

Glenn: One point with some of these engines, Rachel, the ones on the 

condensers, like your Galloway, your beam engine and the Firgrove. If the cooling 

water temperatures of those engines is high they won’t work as well, they won’t rotate 

as well.  Because they’ve usually got spray condensers in them.  And if you’re 

spraying hot water on steam, it won’t condense very well.  We’ve got a Maudslay 

steam engine and when it gets hot it really slows down.   

 

Max: Newcomen engines also, from my own experience, I’ve built a model 

one once here. They slow down really badly because they have internal condensation.  

So they already need to cool down the cylinder and everything, and that makes it even 

more critical because they move an insane waste load, which is why they’re so 

inefficient.   

 

Alison: We’ve got a couple of comments in the chat.  Hannah O’Toole has 

noted that the Power Hall does heat up in the summer when the engines are running, 

even without having the cooling towers inside the gallery.  And from an Australian 

experience I will note that if you get a run of hot days in a row, everything heats up.  

The building fabric heats up.  I think it looked like it was brick there and that will heat 

up and then that will radiate heat over the next few days.  So if you get a heat spell it’s 

not just one day’s heat, it’s actually cumulative.  And Max notes in the chat that 8-10 

kilowatts is a lot of power.  Chris notes that on the Newcomen engine, the jet or spray 

condenses. 

 

 

Max: I think you have some absolutely fantastic points, Glenn.  Also 

regarding the heat management, why worry about a thousand kilos of water per hour 

for the boiler feed when you are using more than that in the cooling towers to get rid 

of the heat? Also there are other heat handling issues, such as you don’t have an 

economiser to recover the heat and put it back into the boiler feedwater. You are 

trying to use the condensate straight into the boiler. 

 

I think one question that really has to be solved is what is the effort necessary to 

prepare the feed water for this new electric boiler? Is it viable to just feed it tap water 

that has been treated appropriately, or does it need deionised water? If it does not need 

that, if it’s designed to run it with sludge formers [sludge forming chemicals], you can 

run it off any water using a sludge former.  This is a standard operation in 

locomotives, for example, because they don’t have recovery [of water].  If it’s 

possible to operate it like that, then you can just eject the steam through a stack in 

summer and use it for heating in winter and just deal with the marginal loss of water.  

I mean, the cost is negligible.   
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[Glenn - notes from a conversation after the webinar: I thought it was worth noting 

that when you turn water to steam you deionise it by default, and therefore you 

automatically have deionised water as your condensate to return. 

  

Also in my experience all boilers need chemical water treatment whether the 

feedwater is pure, such as deionised water, or just plain river water (though the plain 

river/tap water will have dissolved solids in it). One of the chemicals they use reacts 

in the boiler with the dissolved solids and they create a sludge which sinks to the 

bottom or floats to the top of the water. You then regularly blow down the boiler and 

the sludge is removed in the blowdown, getting rid of the dissolved solids that 

accumulate. Railways did this in the locos and some low pressure heavy built boilers 

are OK to run like this. The modern high pressure boilers with thin shells need a better 

grade of feedwater.] 

 

Alison: Robert Carr comments that most of these engines are only being run for 

demonstration purposes, so presumably generally they don’t need to run efficiently? 

 

Rachel: Correct, yeah. 

 

Robert: Yeah, this is not really critical I felt.  It isn’t as if they’re being used as 

they would have been in industry or when they were in a propulsion system.  Very 

often they’re just turned over.   

 

Alison: Does that make a lot of difference to how they will react to these 

different lubrication methods that we’ve been talking about?  The level at which 

they’re running. 

 

Max: Probably not too much, if I’m thinking about it.  Depends a little.  So 

for example, the pressure load on the valve gear will be the same, especially on the 

first stage, that is the steam chest that’s facing boiler pressure.  On other components, 

it will depend, because if it’s not loaded, the governor will restrict steam feed.  If the 

governor is a valve type, then it will even decrease the loading.  But if it’s governor 

controlled the speed will still be the same. The force may be slightly less, but the 

speed of the engine will still be the same.  So that would be loaded, yes. 

 

Glenn: I would say the governors won’t work.  The engines run so slow the 

governors don’t even work.   

 

Max: Are they not being run at nominal speed? 

 

Glenn: No, they’re not running like they would in normal service, or like what 

they were built for. 

 

Robert: No, that’s quite right.  And not usually running on load, and this 

presents other problems because the forces are not as they were in the original design, 

and this can cause problems. 

 

Glenn: Correct. 
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Max: That’s interesting because in Kiel we have a policy of running engines 

at speed and at capacity because otherwise what’s the point?  [Laughs].  OK, so this 

may differ from museum to museum.  I understand. 

 

Glenn: The other thing is that according to Rachel the engines are going to be 

run say four hours a day, and not all the engines at once, so you might only run an 

engine once or twice a week. So therefore you’ve got to lubricate the thing to just 

keep the rust from forming in it, to keep it moving. If it was a marine engine where it 

runs for a month continuously going from one country to the next, you’ve got a bit of 

stability.  But if you’re going to be turning the engine on and off, you haven’t got that 

advantage. I would say you’re going to get corrosion within the cylinders and in the 

valve chest between operations.  So while it’s running, it’s OK.  But as soon as you 

stop it, you’ve got all this very pure steam and pure condensate in there, and you’re 

going to cause corrosion inside the cylinders.   

 

Alison: Rachel, you talked about the Bolton Museum and that they are using 

wet steam, and I think you also mentioned that they run their engines intermittently.  

How long have they been doing that and have they noticed these sorts of corrosion 

problems? 

 

Rachel: So at this point, I am going to ask one of my colleagues, Hannah 

O’Toole. Hannah, how long have they been doing this for? Because they sort of did 

this a little bit accidentally because they were trying to conserve oil.   

 

Hannah: Hi Rachel.  Yeah, Sarah Baines and I visited Bolton Museum recently. 

I don’t know how long they have been oil free for, but they only run their engines 

three times a year, on three of our bank holidays a year for the weekend.  So say 

Saturday, Sunday, Monday.  So in effect about nine days a year is how often those 

engines run.  And they are not entirely oil free.  We found out from their technicians 

and engineers that actually they use limited amount of oil on their engines. I can’t tell 

you the exact numbers off the top of my head, but they still do use steam oil in their 

engines, it’s just on very, very limited capacity, and they did show us a couple of the 

elements close to their boiler where there is a little bit of contaminated water 

underneath that their volunteers, engineers, and technicians filter out and deal with 

amongst themselves.  Quite a different operation.  I think it was a really good point 

that Max made a few minutes ago when he said that.  So what I’m learning is like how 

different museums operate, it can be so different from museum to museum, even 

though we might have the same idea and the same purpose.   

 

However, they do also run their engines hybrid. All of their steam engines are both 

steam run and have electrical motors attached to them.  This is something that I’ve 

never seen before.  It’s either been completely converted to a new electrical motor 

running, or it is still with the steam system.  But theirs are all hybrid.  So they run 

their engines with steam three times a year, however they can operate their engines 

[electrically] by the touch of a button on very short notice as well.  They didn’t seem 

to think that that had any problems or challenges in regards to corrosion or the inner 

workings of the engine.  However, it is a massive thing to consider in regards to 

conservation, as they had to change elements of the engine in order to put them onto 

electrical motors. That is a conservation issue – it wouldn’t be simple for us. 
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Alison: Max mentioned corrosion inhibitors, which I’m assuming were vapour 

phase corrosion inhibitors? Could you use anything like that to try and alleviate those 

problems? 

 

Max: It’s normally something used in feed water.  So classical steam power 

plants would be using hydrazine, amongst other things, which is a very strong 

scavenger of oxygen, but it’s also horrifyingly expensive, so that is not viable in any 

form for museum use.  But I’m sure there are other substances.  We were using this 

Varidos stuff, it’s of course proprietary so I don’t know the contents beyond that it is a 

boiler corrosion and sludge, limescale formation inhibitor.  It would be interesting to 

see if it’s possible to also find a substance that could be admitted to the engine itself, 

but that would obviously end up in the condensate, so it would have to be compatible 

with the boiler.  But perhaps it is possible to find a substance that is compatible with 

the boiler according to manufacturer specifications, that could be injected into the 

engine with the wet lubrication itself.  Again, I’m not an expert in this field, I just 

know the stuff we’re using, or we were using, so it’s a suggestion.   

 

 

Rachel: Alison, there is a question from Flora in the chat and I was wondering, 

because we have Hannah here who actually runs the Science and Industry museum 

engines, it’s a question about what the actual processes are for shutdown and start up 

on the engines when they’re run, and I was wondering if Hannah might want to 

explain that.   

 

Hannah: OK.  So I’m going to tell you about the process for the boiler that’s 

now been removed but which was the boiler that I operated between 2015 and 2017 

when the engines were last used.  So we have a warm start up and a cold start up 

depending on how long the engines have not run for.  Normally in 2017 they were 

running every day, which is seven-day operation of the engines.  And we would start 

the steam boiler up, get it to nine bar of pressure, and we would then start sending the 

steam through from the boiler up to the Power Hall via the crown valve.  We would 

then slowly open the crown valve, which would allow the steam through the 

pipeworks to both the condensing and the non-condensing engines.  The non-

condensing engines are much smaller, so are much quicker to start up.  So we would 

then warm through the pipework and slowly open each valve to each engine to warm 

up the engine.  This would, on a normal operating day, take about 20 minutes to come 

through, and then, once the steam was through and the engines were warmed up 

sufficiently, we would start the engine up either by manually barring the engines 

round ourselves or sometimes we have two small condensing engines that once 

enough heat was in them they would start up by themselves.  The larger engines take a 

lot longer and they can take up to two hours to warm through from the pipework.  Our 

boiler used to be located at the bottom end of our site, which is quite a distance away.  

And so the warm up for that would take up to an hour or two hours.  And then it was 

just a case of slowly but regularly opening all the valves from the main steam pipes, 

from the crown valve or the individual ones on the engines, and then making sure that 

the steam chests and everything were full and that they were warm enough, ready for 

opening up the start-up pipes for the engines.  And then they would run and they 

would be monitored and kept regular.  And we would normally operate them no 

longer really than about two hours per large engine.  The smaller engines could run 

consistently all day and have absolutely no problem. 
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 The shutdown is literally the opposite.  Exactly what I just told you but 

turning everything the opposite way around 

 

Glenn: I would say the Power House Museum is very similar to that.   

 

Alison: And Glenn has noted that the Sydney Heritage Fleet marine engines are 

operated once a month to once a week at Christmas with no corrosion issues.  So it 

sounds like if you’re being careful with your systems then the corrosion issues can be 

managed.   

 

Chris: It’s been a very interesting discussion. I’m not sure that at the moment 

we’ve got any outcome, as it were, and I wonder if perhaps there might be some 

feedback at a later date as to what methods are going to be adopted? 

 

Rachel: Chris, I think that’s a very good idea, and that was already going 

through my head, that I would really like to come back and talk to everybody at a later 

date or even at the Big Stuff conference in 2022 in Portugal. 

 

Chris: Thank you. 

 

Alison: That would be fantastic.  And I’d like to say, too, that we’ve actually 

just started a process of following up on earlier projects that have been presented at 

Big Stuff conferences (and now Webinars) to do exactly that, to give people an insight 

into what happened when the rubber hit the road – what final decisions were made 

and perhaps a couple of years, couple of months, couple of years on, how has that 

panned out?  That will enable us to work out what decisions are working for us in the 

museum context, because as all of our people who have spoken today have noted, 

there is a huge difference between the service life performance and operation of a 

machine and the heritage operation of a machine, and we don’t have a lot of data yet 

on the heritage operation of machines.  So the more we can track back or track 

forward and find out where our projects have got to, the more we can start developing 

that database.   

 

 I’m just overwhelmed by the level of knowledge that everybody has 

shared, it’s been great – thank you all so much for sharing your experiences and 

expertise.   

 

We’re doing two of these online webinars a year now, so if you know of an issue 

or a topic that you’d like to see discussed at one of these Webinar, please let us 

know.  

 

 

Alison: After the webinar Big Stuff contributor James Mitchell posted some 

further thoughts on the Members’ Forum. I have included them here as they extend 

the discussion: 

 

James Mitchell: First I should mention that I came to engineering conservation 

as an engineer, so had a head start in some respects. One of the projects that gained 

me ACR status was the Trencherfield engine conservation in Wigan. The learning 
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curve on that project was dizzying!  However where I first learned about non-

lubrication of saturated steam engines was on historic ships. I hasten to add, we are 

talking about internal cylinder lubrication here, not external operating systems such as 

valve gear or mechanical packing. 

 

The reason for the practice on ships is quite simple. Fresh boiler water in a marine 

environment is a precious commodity and carrying “top-up” water, while necessary, is 

an expensive luxury. So that meant that condensate being returned to the boiler had to 

be as clean as possible to prevent carbon build up on boiler tubes, leading to fuel 

wastage and ultimately hot spots and tube or shell failure. 

 

Most of the steam ships in conservation today do not use “cylinder oil” in their 

engines for the above reasons and this is exacerbated by the fact that replacement 

boilers depend much on the science of metallurgy and treated water, thus allowing a 

lighter, more efficient build. 

 

While this practice was and is for reasons of fuel and plant economy there are good 

reasons why we should pick up on it today in a museum environment – yes, for the 

above reasons but also for sound environmental reasons. 

 

Many preserved engines happen to be horizontally opposed - mostly winding engines 

or mill engines. These pose another challenge as many marine engines are vertical or 

diagonal, thus reducing the dead-weight effect of heavy pistons working on their sides 

in their cylinders. Also preserved engines often work at lower speeds, loads and 

pressures.  (ah, I hear you say, surely that protects the conserved engine?) I would 

argue the opposite can be true.  Mill engines were designed to “fly.” Not a very 

scientific expression, but they were designed to run at relatively high speeds and at the 

highest pressures the (often) Lancashire boiler(s) could provide. This meant that the 

pistons ran centred in the cylinders with their deadweight largely negated. I would 

therefore contend that “gentle” running, while having some benefits, is largely 

negated by the other stresses arising. 

 

So surely non-oiling will only make things worse? Well not really. As the age of 

reciprocating steam gradually faded, the science of tribology was coming to the fore 

and an increasingly forensic approach was being applied. Many Victorian and 

Edwardian engines were designed to run on organic oils which were challenging to 

say the least… oil galleries and entry points often “waxed up” and the foundations of 

historic engines, still in their original locations, will testify to this effect. Latterly, 

many engines were running on much less oil than their tenders thought they were. 

Today we use hydrocarbon-based oils which are more efficient, when correctly 

selected, (although this is not always the case.) However we lubricate like crazy both 

in the cylinders and operating gear (museums should look at their annual lubrication 

oil bill!)  So the first step would be to use less of the right oil. 

 

In cylinders, if you are still hooked on liberal oiling, choose a thinner cylinder oil and 

add the finest graphite flake so the solution will still flow (not through sightglass 

oilers) - when the oil is long gone the graphite remains, and is one of the best 

lubricants there is. 
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Ok, so we come back to saturated steam oiling on horizontal engines running at low 

pressures and low speeds… yes this is a challenge, so I would argue as a conservator 

that to protect the engine while demonstrating its unique operation carries a duty of 

care and a well-reasoned approach – complicated further by our commitment to 

environmental protection. 

 

We know that steam engines run well on saturated steam so let’s address the 

particular problems identified above. First select a trial engine using a set of criteria 

too extensive to list here. Open the engine up and “benchmark” measure the wear in 

the cylinder, piston and piston rings, piston rod and rod packing. Replace the 

“heritage” items such as piston rings and packing, with modern high temp plastics,  

setting aside or displaying the heritage items for long term preservation. Where 

necessary, “centre” the cylinder using the same material, thus protecting the liner, 

piston and packing box. Run the engine for a period agreed with the museum and then 

open up and measure again, observing wear both on the engine and introduced 

materials.  Then decide on what you do next with this and your other engines. 

Cylinder oiling can reduce packing and valve oiling carry-over to a level that a plant 

skimming and filtering system can easily cope with. 

 

There are other measures to be taken in parallel with the above, but you have the gist 

of it. I would contend that this is best conservation practice in every sense, going 

forward. 

 

 

 

 


